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Purpose of the Cooperative Research and Development Agreement 

The primary purpose of the “modification and validation of an automotive data processing unit 
(DPU), compressed video system, and communications equipment” cooperative research and 
development agreement (CRADA) was to modi% and validate both hardware and software, 
developed by Scientific Atlanta, Incorporated (S-A) for defense applications (e.g., rotary-wing 
airplanes), for the commercial sector/surface transportation domain @e., automobiles and trucks). 
S-A also hrnished a state-of-the-art compressed video digital storage and retrieval system 
(CVDSRS), and off-the-shelf data storage and transmission equipment to support the data 
acquisition system for crash avoidance research (DASCAR) project conducted by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory ( O W ) .  In turn, S-A received access to hardware and technology related 
to DASCAR. 

Data Acouisition System for Crash Avoidance Research 

DASCAR was designed for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) 
Office of Crash Avoidance Research. The primary objective of the project was to develop a 
portable DASCAR that will allow driver performance data to be collected using a large variety of 
vehicle types and that would be capable of being installed on a given vehicle type within a 
relatively short-time frame. DASCAR was designed and implemented in two phases. During 
phase I a feasibility study for designing and fabricating DASCAR was conducted. Human factors 
research needs were evaluated, and existing methods, measures, techniques, hardware, and 
software for evaluating the driver/vehicle/environment were identified. In the second phase of the 
program, DASCAR was actually developed, constructed, and validated. The development effort 
for DASCAR was driven by a number of requirements which are briefly described below. 

Parameters and Measures. The data acquisition system is capable of collecting and analyzing 
driver-related, vehicular, and environment parameters and measures. Driver-related variables 
consist of driver control actions, equipment status, and physiological measures. Parameters that 
are currently recorded by DASCAR are exhibited in Table 1. A few of the environment 
parameters are sensor derived; most of them are however video derived. The data acquisition 
system can collect other variables if a researcher so desires. All that would have to be done 
would be to add additional sensors. 

0 

Off-the-shelf and State-of-the-Art. The data acquisition system consists of both off-the-shelf 
hardware and software, and state-of-the-art technology. ORIK procured most of the system 
required equipment. The hardware was subsequently modified as appropriate for DASCAR 
application. Some of the hardware and software had to be designed and developed from scratch. 

Portabilitv. The data acquisition system is portable. It can be installed in a particular vehicle 
quickly and can rapidly be removed and placed within another vehicle. It takes between one and 
two weeks to install the complete DASCAR within a new automobile or truck, depending on the, 
vehicle type and configuration. 
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Table 1. Parameters Currently Collected by DASCAR 

Driver Parameters 

Driver Control Actions 
Acceieratorithrottle 

Brake pedal 
Steering wheel 

Time between accelerator release and brake application (derived) 

Equipment Status 
Auxiliary device (e.g., side-object detection) 

Brake lights 
Hazard flashers 

Headlights 
Horn 

Parking lights 
Rear window defogger 

Rear window wiper 
Seat belts 

Turn signals 
Windshield wipers 

Physiological Parameters 
Core temperature 
Electrocardiogram 

Electroencephalogram 
Electromvogram 
Electrooculogram 

Fidget index 
Galvanic skin response 

Respiration 
? Skin temperature 

Vehicle Parameters 
Distance traveled (derived) 

Elapsed time (derived) 
Forward velocity (derived) 

Heading 
Headwav 

Lateral acceleration 
Lateral lane keeping 

Longitudinal acceleration 
Pitch 
Roll 

Tailwav 
Time-to-collision (derived) 

Vehicle location 
Vertical acceleration 

Yaw 

Environment Parameters 

Sensor Derived 
Illumination 
Lumination 
Noiselsound I 
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Time ofday 

Video Derived 
Car lights 

DelineaQon 
Distracting lights. obstacles, and signs 

Exits 
Hand positions 

Hazeldust 
Head movements 

Intersections 
One- or two-wav traffic 

Parked vehicles 
Pedestrians 

Posted speed limits 
Precipitation 
Road lighting 
Road surfaces 

Road types 
Surrounding field of view 

TraiXc conditions 
Traftic events 
Traffic lights 
Tumuhills 

Which lane the vehicle is in 

Automobiles and Trucks. The DASCAR was designed so that it can be positioned within 
virtually any passenger vehicle. It can be installed within a wide range of vehicle types (compact, 
intermediate, and large automobiles, minivans, and small, mid-size, and large trucks) built by the 
three United States (U.S.) domestic vendors (General Motors, Ford, and Chrysier). 

Unobtrusiveness and Inconspicuousness. The data acquisition system is both unobtrusive to the 
driver and inconspicuous to the outside world. Placement of hardware within a vehicle does not 
obstruct the driver's primary task of driving. Instrumentation, cables, and wires connecting 
different pieces of the system are hidden, well out of the view of the driver. Antennas, sensors, 
and cameras are situated on the exterior of the vehicle so that they cannot be seen by other 
drivers. As far as possible, the vehicle looks and drives like any other vehicle on the road. 

Modularity and Flexibilitv. The DASCAR was modularly designed; that is to say, the system 
permits installation of only those data collection capabilities required for a particular study. An 
individual does not have to instrument the vehicle with the entire system in order to collect or 
record a subset of parameters. The data acquisition system was designed so that it has the 
flexibility to accommodate new data acquisition and sensor technologies as the state-of-the-art 
changes , 
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Three Modes of Data Collection. The DASCAR has three modes of data collection. The first 
consists of recording parameter data onboard the vehicle via a laptop computer. This mode 
provides a backup capability in the case of radio-link failure or signal corruption during data 
transmission. The second mode comprises radio telemetry. The radio telemetry link is used to 
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transmit data from the vehicle to a base station during use at a test track. The third includes 
cellular telephone equipment. This technology is employed to transmit data from a vehicle in an 
open-road situation, anywhere in the U.S., to a base station that may be located a few, to many 
hundreds of, kilometers away. 

Extended Periods of Recordin? Data and Cost. The DASCAR collects parameter data over two 
extremes of time - fiom as little as 20 minutes to as much as six months. The data acquisition 
system was designed with cost as a main consideration. Technical capabilities - cost tradeoff 
analyses were performed for each part of DASCAR. 

DASCAR Components 

The DASCAR consists of seven components: a data acquisition platform, a data storage and 
transmission system, a power system, an equipment status bus (ESB), a sensor suite, a video data 
system, and a central data collectiodanaiysis facility (CDC/AF). The hardware and software 
which were modified and finished by S-A was included as part of the DASCAR prototype 
delivered to NHTSA. The S-A supplied equipment consists of microprocessor-based hardware to 
pedorm signal conditioning, execution of data storage, and communication via multimedia. 

Data Acquisition Platform and Data Storaye and Transmission Svstem. The data acquisition 
platform is used to capture and process signals fiom the various sensors installed within and 
around the vehicle. The data storage and transmission system is composed of several 
components: cellular telephone equipment, radio telemetry, satellite transmission equipment, a 
laptop computer, docking station, and' a small computer system interface (SCSI) two hard drive. 
The system is utilized to receive, assemble, transmit, store, integrate, analyze, evaluate, and 
interpret the pdrarneter data collected via the DASCAR sensor suite. 

Power Svstem. The DASCAR power supply consists of three main components: electronic 
isolation from the vehicle electrical system, sealed lead-acid (gel-cell) storage batteries, and a 
switching precision power supply. The electronic isolation system provides total separation from 
the vehicle power system when the vehicie is powered down. This capability prevents the data 
acquisition system from draining the vehicle's battery during power-down, which could preclude 
the motorist from starting the vehicle. This electronic isolation component prevents fluctuations 
in the vehicle charging-electrical system from entering the DASCAR power supply when coupled 
with the gel-cell storage batteries. 

The gel-cell storage batteries serve two purposes. First, they serve a power-smoothing hnction, 
absorbing any ripples and spikes which may occur as a result of irregularities in the vehicle 
charging system, and they compensate for lowered voltages which may occur, for example, when 
the vehicle sits in traffic with the air conditioning going in summer heat. These batteries also 
provide the power required for volatile memory preservation during power-down of the data 
acquisition system. The remaining power supply component is a precision direct current 
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switching power supply. This component provides the required voltages for the various 
DASCAR items. 

Equipment Status Bus. The ESB is used to monitor the use of auxiliary devices, brake lights, 
hazard flashers, headlights, horn, parking lights, rear window defogger and wiper, seat belts, turn 
signals, and windshield wipers. 

Sensor Suite. The DASCAR sensor suite comprises transducers, systems, devices, sensors, and 
meters to gather parameter data from the driver, vehicle, and environment. The sensor suite 
includes: linear position transducers, a pedal force transducer, an accelerometer, an ambulatory 
data recording system, a six degrees of freedom orientation sensor, Hall-effect sensors, an 
electronic compass, range sensors, radiometers/photometers, a sound level meter, a lateral- 
position lane tracking system, and a global positioning system (GPS) receiver. 

The linear position transducers are employed to collect accelerator/throttle and steering wheel 
data from the vehicle. The pedal force transducer is utilized to record brake pedal application 
force. The accelerometer is used to collect fidget index data from the vehicle driver. The 
ambulatory data recording system is employed to collect core temperature, electrocardiogram, 
electroencephalogram, electromyogram, electrooculogram, galvanic skin response, respiration, 
and skin temperature data from the driver. The six degrees of freedom orientation sensor is 
utilized to record acceleration (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical), pitch, row, and yaw data from 
the vehicle. The Hall-effect sensors are used to collect distance traveled and velocity data from 
the vehicle. The electronic compass is employed to record heading data from the vehicle. The 
range sensor is utilized to collect headway, tailway, and time-to-collision data from the vehicle. 
The radiometers/photometers are used to record illumination and lumination data from the 
environment ohside the vehicle. The sound level meter is employed to collect steady state and 
impulse noise and sound as heard by the driver inside the vehicle. The lateral-position lane 
tracking system is utilized to collect lateral lane keeping data from the vehicle. The GPS receiver 
is used to collect vehicle location and route traveled. 

Video Data System. The DASCAR video data system comprises both color and black-and-white 
video micro cameras, a vertical interval time code (VITC) generator, a digital quad picture 
processor, a digital picture transmission system, a CVDSRS encoder, and a super VHS recorder. 
The micro cameras are employed to record video data inside the vehicle and in the outside 
environment. They consist of camera heads, lenses, pick up devices, and cables. The VITC 
generator is utilized to time code the video output from the micro cameras and to provide video 
data synchronization with collected sensor data. The digital quad picture processor is used to 
display and record images from four video micro cameras at one time. The digital picture 
transmission system is employed to send high quality color pictures to the CDC/AF in near real 
time. Both the CVDSRS encoder and super VHS recorder are employed to collect and handle 
video from the micro cameras installed within and around the vehicle. The CVDSRS encoder 
digitizes and compresses analog video material in real time. The super VHS recorder must have a 
12 volt direct current input. 
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Central Data CollectiotdAnalvsis Facility. The CDC/AF consists of components that support, 
analyze, and collect parameter data fiom the DASCAR prototype. Support systems include: a 
CVDSRS decoder, radio telemetry hardware, satellite-reception equipment, a digital quad picture 
processor, a super-VHS recorder, a super-VHS monitor, and a digital picture receiver system. 
Analysis of the acquired parameter data is facilitated by a personal computer and special 
supporting software. Collection of the DASCAR sensor and video data at the CDC/AF is 
handled in several ways: it is received through radio telemetry equipment; it is transferred via 
satellite equipment; and it is received through cellular/land lines. The CDC/AF also contains data 
storage devices compatible with the DASCAR prototype devices. They are used for archiving 
information and directly downloading parameter data from the DASCAR prototype. 

C W A  Tasks 

The technical objective of the CRADA was to modi@ and validate data acquisition, storage, 
retrieval, and communications/transmission hardware and software manufactured by S-A for 
application to the DASCAR which was designed and developed by ORNL. The work conducted 
under the CR4DA was subdivided into three tasks; each is described below. 

Modification of S-A Hardware and Software. The main objective of the first task was to modi@ 
the DPU developed by S-A for the Department of Defense for applicability to the data acquisition 
system constructed by ORNL for NHTSA. This task was performed almost entirely by S-A; 
O W ,  however, provided background information on DASCAR. S-A modified their DPU, both 
hardware and software, as appropriate for incorporation within DASCAR. The fbnctionality of 
the DPU was tailored to individual DASCAR sensor requirements. Sigma delta convertors 
allowed elimination of most of the analog circuitry, and digital signal processing and use of 
techniques such as signal averaging allowed for fast, flexible diagnostic performance. 

The modified DPU consists of a number of input multiplexers which permit up to 42 analog inputs 
per board along with four digital inputs. It is capable of high speed analogdigital data acquisition 
and fast Fourier transform conversion of time domain data to frequency domain data. Each board 
provides signal conditioning and analog-to-digital conversion, and terminates in a choice of either 
an RS-232 or RS-422 data bus output. The boards can be mounted in either a single-board case 
or a multi-board chassis with a passive backplane. The DPU contains four megabytes of flash 
memory, permitting nonvolatile storage of local data-collection programs andor data, thus 
providing the flexibility necessary for changing sensor needs without changing hardware. This 
flexibility is especially important since DASCAR will be used in a variety of different research 
settings requiring different sensor suite configurations. In addition, software-based diagnostics 
can be easily upgraded as sensor technology changes over the life of the DASCAR package. 
Technical material on S-A’s DPU is @resented in the appendix. 

Delivery and Integration of the S-A Hardware and Software. The major purpose ofthe second 
task was to deliver the modified equipment and other S-A hardware and software, and to 
integrate the equipment into DASCAR. Performance of the task was divided between S-A and 
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ORNL. S-A’s contribution to the second task was to provide engineering services and a modified 
DPU to support decentralized data collection of the DASCAR data. 

S-A ais0 supplied the following material for the DASCAR prototype: cellular telephone 
equipment (ie., a modem, cellular data interface, and a cellular telephone); radio telemetry 
hardware; satellite transmission equipment; a laptop computer, docking station, and SCSI-2 hard 
drive; super-VHS recorder; and CVDSRS encoder. In addition, S-A provided cabling for 
interconnecting the DASCAR sensor suite with the DPU and other S-A provided equipment, and 
system operation and maintenance manuals. 

The cellular telephone system is used to transmit sensor suite data and digital pictures fiom the 
vehicle to the CDC/AF in near real time, and to receive data back fiom the facility. The radio 
telemetry and satellite transmission equipment support short and long-term positional monitoring 
and data transmission requirements. The radio telemetry is employed to transmit data fiom the 
vehicle to a base station during use at a test track. The satellite system produces two-way global 
data communications and precise GPS position determination. It is utilized during testing under 
open road conditions. The laptop computer is a 486-based system with a 545-megabyte hard 
drive. The docking station provides the required ISA slots for the CVDSRS encoder. The SCSI- 
two hard drive is utilized to assemble and integrate the video data digitized and compressed by the 
CVDSRS encoder. Brief material on the equipment that S-A provided for the DASCAR 
prototype is shown in the appendix. 

S-A supplied the following hardware and software for the CDC/AF via the CRADA: CVDSRS 
decoder; radio telemetry; and satellite-reception equipment @e., Macintosh I1 computer, GPS 
receiver, Inmarsat Standard C transceiver with antenna, and Mapstar software). Mapstar is a 
graphic display: communications, and database-management systems for vehicle tracking 
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applications. With this software a user is able to track vehicles, send and receive messages, 
establish data communications, and obtain vehicle status reports. Vehicle locations are displayed 
on maps, which may be customized to the human’s specific requirements, providing an interface 
for the individual to the map display and two-way communications. Using Mapstar, the CDC/AF 
is able to monitor in near real time, the location and speed of all vehicles in the fleet, and send and 
receive messages. Th appendix displays information on the S-A hardware and software hrnished 
through the CRADA for the DASCAR CDC/AF. 

Once all of the equipment, hardware, and software had been delivered, ORNL tested and 
evaluated each component of hardware against S-A’s specifications and ORNL’s own standard of 
expected performance. The equipment was subsequently installed on an individual basis within an 
ORNL vehicle. This procedure allowed ORNL to determine the most unobtrusive, 
inconspicuous, and cost-effective mounting location. 

ORNL incorporated and integrated the S-A supplied hardware, software, and equipment with the 
other DASCAR components. A preliminary “shakedown” of the complete system was then 
carried out. The DASCAR was examined and evaluated as a complete unit. Sampling rates and 
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measured parameters were analyzed to ensure optimal pedormance and true validity of the 
acquired data. Once these data were gathered, ORNL adjusted and re-calibrated the system 
accordingly. DASCAR was subsequently removed completely and installation was repeated a 
number of times to gain an accurate idea of complete installation, operation, and removal of 
DASCAR. Upon satisfactory completion of the DASCAR construction and preliminary 
shakedown, ORNL provided NHTSA with an Operational demonstration of DASCAR at their 
East Liberty, OH test facility. The demonstration included an on-the-road demonstration of the 
entire data acquisition system using NHTSA’s test track. In addition, the demonstration also 
consisted of a briefing, containing the foilowing: 

A description of the installation process and portability of the system. 
A description of the sensor technology used and their calibration. 
A description of the parameters measured. 
A description of the video system and its technology. 
A description of the data acquisitiodtransmission process. 
A description of the data reductiodanalysis process. 

Installation and Validation of the S-A Hardware and Software. The principal objective of the 
third task was to install the modified equipment and other S-A furnished hardware and software, 
along with the other DASCAR components, and validate the whole data acquisition system. This 
task was performed almost entirely by ORNL; S-A did, however, support installation of their 
equipment. 

ORNL generated a plan for validating the prototype data acquisition system with regard to: 
removal of DASCAR from an existing vehicle, and installation and calibration in other vehicles; 
reliability of thC sensors and systems; data collectiodtransmission process (data integrity); impact 
on the driveability of the vehicle and obtrusiveness of the system to the driver; data analysis 
procedures; conspicuousness of the vehicle to other drivers; and DASCAR installation and 
removal training and documentation. In order to identi@ any operational problems not captured 
by the systems testing and evaluation, the validation plan also addressed a short-term pilot 
research program to manipulate DASCAR under operational conditions using “naive” drivers. 
The effort exercised the full capabilities of the data acquisition system. ORNL subsequently 
evaluated and pilot tested the data acquisition system using the validation plan. The plan was 
implemented in full at the NHTSA East Liberty, OH test facility, and was carried out as a 
cooperative effort with the Vehicle Research and Test Center staff 

OlWL assessed the time required to remove DASCAR from a vehicle and the time required to 
install and calibrate the system in other vehicles. Installation and calibration in five other vehicle 
types were carried out and included:: one compact, one full size vehicle, one minivan, one 
multipurpose vehicle, and one heavy vehicle. All problems encountered in the installation and 
removal process were documented. Since DASCAR is intended to be installed on a wide variety 
of vehicles with different vehicle imposed constraints, it is likely that problems with installation 
will be highly vehicle specific. For this reason, O W  sampled (i.e., examined, not installed) at 
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least four vehicles in each class, representing a cross section of manufacturers, to identi@, to the 
greatest extent possible, the problems that can be anticipated in installing the data acquisition 
system. 

ORNL determined the reliability of the sensors and systems by exercising DASCAR (instailed in 
a vehicle) under a variety of conditions including: day/night, rain, reduced visibility (e.g., fog), 
various roadway conditions (e.g., level, hilly, and rough), hot/cold weather, different drivers 
(driving styles), and different installerdrepeated installations. This was used to define: the 
conditions under which data collection can take place; the installation, and removal practices and 
constraints that will maximize systedsensor reliability; and the specific limitations of conditions 
(if any) under which an equipped vehicle can be utilized or of the parameters that can be 
measured. Since installation and use in different vehicles or types of vehicles may influence 
system reliability and constraints, reliability was investigated for each vehicle type. For one 
vehicle type, ORNL evaluated systems reliability over a continuous period of 30 days with 
particular attention paid to maintenance of calibration and data integrity. 

Data were collected under the variety of conditions defined above to determine the integrity of 
data fiom the sensors to the point of analysis. Where raw data is transmitted (ie., not recorded 
onboard) to the CDC/AF, ORNL compared raw data collected directly from the sensors and 
analyzed separately fiorn vehicle systems, with data collected at the data collection point using 
vehicle systems. This process was pedormed for all parameters with a sufficiently long data- 
collection period to be assured of data integrity. 

ORNL ensured that the installed DASCAR does not impact the driveability of the vehicle, and 
specifically does not compromise safety frcm the standpoint of vehicle handling andor visibility. 
ORNL hrther hade sure that the system is as unobtrusive to the driver of the vehicle as possible. 
All instances where either the operation of the vehicle or performance of the driver is unavoidably 
compromised by DASCAR were documented. At no time, however, was the safety of the driver 
jeopardized. 

To ensure that the characteristics, format, and variability of the collected data are compatible with 
the potential analysis strategies, ORNL exercised the recommended data-analysis procedures for 
each of the parameters measured. Given the desire to minimize the impact of an instrumented 
vehicle’s appearance on the behavior of other drivers, ORNL assessed the conspicuousness of an 
instrumented vehicle and how it might influence the behavior of other drivers. 

ORNL exercised the training procedures and documentation for installing, calibrating, operating, 
maintaining, and removing DASCAR to make sure that individuals not involved with the 
development and construction of the: data acquisition system could successfidly conduct the 
necessary activities. 
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TeIraS tar-C Satellite Terminal 
Network Systems Group Model 9805 

Scientific 
Atlanta 

The Model 9805 Terrastar-C Satellite Terminal offers global data or telex 
conimunication through the Itiniarsat Standard IC' System. The system is easy 
to operate and connects with either an ASCII terminal or personal conzputer. 
With the optional GPS Recei\ler, precise position determination is available 
through the same antenna. 

T 

Features 
Smallest, lightest weight Inmarsat-C terminal available 

2-way message and data communication to any destination 

Automatic data and position reporting 

Standard interface to NMEA 01 83 navigators 
GPS interface 50-ohm SMA connector 

. 

Description 
The Model 9805 offers Land Mobile users fast and reliable connections to 
:any domestic or international telex or data network. Fast and reliable 
2-way transfer of any type of written message or data is supported along 
with data reporting transmission and automatic polling of terminal position. 

Operation and control of the Model 9805 is performed via a standard 
RS-232 communications port. The unit can be operated from either a 
standard ASCII terminal or an MS-DOS based desk-top, portable. or 
lap-top personal computer. 

INMARSAT 

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. 
404-903-6001 



Model 9805 Terrastar-C Satellite Terminal 

System Specifications 
Meets or exceeds all current and proposed lnmarsat 
specifications for Inmarsat-C system. 

Transmit Frequency 

Receive Frequency 

Channel Spacing 

1626.5 to 1646.5 MHz 

1530.0 to 1545.0 MHz 

5 kHz 

Indoor Unit Specifications 
Modulation 

Ambiguity Resolution 

Coding 

1200 symbolslsecond BPSK 

Unique word 

Rate 112. k=7 convolutional code with interleaved code 
symbols 

Data Rate 
600 b k  

Receive Frame Length 
8.6 seconds 

Transmit Signalling Access Mode 
Slotted ALOHA 

Transmit Message Channel 
TDMA & FDMA, iderleaved code symbol 

Terminal Interface 
CCllT rec. V. 24/28, 9-pin female 0-connector, 
1 10-9600 baud, ITA-5 code, max. 100 meter cable 

Standard parallel Centronics. 25-pin female D-connector, 
m a .  4 meter cable 

CClTT R e c .  V.10 Special with NMEA 0183 interface and 
multidrop addressing, BNC-female connector, maw. 
100 meter cable 

Antenna Interface 
Standard 50 ohm female N-connector, maw. 
1 00-meter cable 

256 kbyte RAM 

Printer Interface 

Navigator & Alarm Interface 

Memory 

. Scien 

System Programming 
EEPROM programming of installation parameters from 
operator's termma) 

OC Power Source 
Ambient Temperature 

Relative Humidity 95% non-condensing 
Vibration 

10.5 to 32V dc, 9.5!80W 
-25'C to 55'C operating, 
-40°C to 80°C storage 

Operational 

Survival 

Random 5 to 20 Hz, 0.02g2/Hz. 
20 to 150 Hz -3 dB/Oct. (1 .O g rms) 
Random 5 to 20 Hz, 0.05g2/Hz, 
20 to 150 Hz -3 dB/Oct. (1.7 g rms) 

Shock Half sine, 209/11 ms 
Mounting 

Free standing cabinet with mounting brackets or optional 
19 inch mounting kit 

2.4 in (62mm) H x 8.5 in (214mm) W x 11 in (279mrn) D 

7.04 Ibs (3.2 kg) 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Antenna Specifications 
Meets or exceeds all lnmarsat specifications 
for antenna pattern and EIRP. 
Weight 4.2 Ibs (2.0 kg) 
Height 6.9 inches (1 76 mm) 
Max. Diameter 5.9 inches (1 50 mm). Conical 
Ambient Temperature -35°C to 55°C operational, 

-40°C t070"C storage 
Spray Solid droplets (AU) 
Ice Up to 2.5 cm (AU) 
Precipitation Up to 10 cm/h (AU) 
Wind Up to 100 knots (AU) 
Vibration 2tolOHz. 1.0gpeak 
Mounting 1-1/2 inches tube mounting 

Specifications and product availability are subject to change 
without notice. 

ific-Atlanta, Inc. 
Our customers are the winners. 

United States: 4291 Communications Drive, Norcross, GA 30093, Tel: 404-903-6001. ITT Telex: 461 1804 
Australia: Unit 2, 2 Aquatic Drive, Frenchs Forest, N.S.W. 2086, Australia. Tel: (02)-452-3388. Telex: 17741 8 

France: 4 Avenue Gabnel Pen. 78360 Moniesson, France. Tel: 13-976-9191, Telex: 696385 
Germany: Albert-Schweitzer-Strasse 66. 8000 Munich 83. Postfach 830935. Germany, Tel: 48-678001 0, Telex: 521 2264 

Italy: Via Eenedetto Croce. 19, 00142, Rome, Italy. Tel: 6-5420244, Telex: 621441 
Uriited Kingdom: Home Park Estate, Kings Langley, Herts WD4 8LZ. England. Tel: 092-326-6133. Telex: 972044 

42D151Z C Copyright 1992 Scientific-Atlanta. Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. 1092M 0255 
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Scientific 
Atlanta SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA TERRASTAR C 

SPS 
IN STR U M E M A T I  0 N 

GROUP 

Model 9805 Tenastar-C Satellite Terminal 

c- 
e - -  - lndoor iinnl~~pc7ticetions c- 

MOdUlabOti 
1200 symbol9second BPSK 

unique word 

Rate 1/2. k=7 convolubonal code 
bymbois 

0- m8 
600 ws 

0.6 seconds 

Ambiguity Resolufion 

CodwJ 
interleaved code 

Recerve Frame Length 

Transmd Stgnalling Access Mode 

Transmrt Message Channel 

Terminal Interface 

Sbtted ALOHA 

TDMA I FDMA. interleaved code symbol 

CCm rec. V. 24728.9-pin female Dconnedor, 
110-9600 baud. ITA-5 code. m a .  100 meter -e 

Standard parallel Centronics, 25-pln female D-cunnector, 
max. 4 meter cable 

CClTT Rec. V.10 Speaai with NMEA 0183 interfa- and 
mumdrop addressing, BNC-female conneaor. max. 
100 meter W e  

Antenna Interface 
Standard 50 ohm female Nconnector, max. 
1Wmeter cable 

256 kbyle RAM 

Pnnter Interface 

Nawgator & Alarm Interface 

Memory 

System Programming 
EEPROM programming ot installatton parameters from 
operator's terminal 

DC Power Source 10.5 to 32V dc. 9 . W W  
Ambient Temperature -25°C to 55°C operabng. 

-40°C to 80°C storage 
Relative Hurndity 95% noncondensing 
Vifxabon 

- 

operafioM1 

S u w a l  

Random 5 !o 20 Hz. 0.02g2M2. 

Random 5 lo 20 Hz. 0.05gWr. 

Half ane, 200'1 1 ms 

20 to 150 Ht -3 dS/Oct. (1 .O g r m ~ )  

20tofSOHr-3dB/Oct.(1.7g~) 
S M  

Free standing cabinet with moormng bra&& or opbonal 
13 inch mounDng kit 

2.4 in (62mm) H x 8.5 in (214mm) W x 1 1  in (279mm) 0 

7.04 fbs (32 Q) 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Antenna Specifications 
M e e t s  01 exceeds all Inmarsat speafrcatrons 
tor antenna pattern and EIRP. 
Wei@lf 4 2  Lbs (2.0 kg) 
Height 6.9 m s  (1 76 mm) 
Max. Diameter 5.9 inches (1 50 mm). ConicaJ 
Ambmt Temperature -35°C to 55°C operational. 

4 ° C  t070"C storage 
WY Soli droplets (AU) 
ice Up to 2.5 un (AU) 
Predpitation Up to 10 cmh (AU) 
Wlnd Up to 100 knots (AU) 
Vibrabon 2 to IO Hz, 1.0 g peak 
Mounbng 1-1R inches tube mounting 

Speufications and product availabilr!y are subjecf to change 
wthout nom. 

JPB5nfrs3.6 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

3 D O  
-0 MEhlORY OPTIONS - VIDEO CONTROLLER -- PORTS 

PCMCIA SLOrS 
f SOFlWARE 

. MONO OlSPLAY OPTION STN Mono. 95' 
'648 x 4 8 0 . 6 4 ~ O r W  - HDDOQTiONS 

POINTING DEVICE 

INTERNAL MODEM 

POCKJNG STA~ON 

OTHER OPTIONS 

WEIGHT 
SUE 

BAlTERY rYPE 
BAl7ERY LIFE 

I3012 1 WWMB 
1.44M8, 3.5' 
4M8. &e. 16M8.20MB. 32MB 
32.bit Local 8us, Windows 
kcelerator, 5 12KB DRAM 
2 Serlal, 1 Parallel 
frkrnal Color MmildE 
640 x 480 (256 Wrs] 

1024 I 768 ( 1  6Colors) 
Mouse/Lxternal Keyboard 
2 Type II or I Type 111 
MS*Oos 6.0 
K7ndoM 3.1 
euilc In mluo vackball 
I1 6mm diameter) 
2400k bps Modern with 9600 bps 
send/ncelve tax, 14.4k bpr Modem 
with 9600 bps sendlrecelvr fax . 2 Full Size. 16-blt ISA Bus Slots 

2 Serlal Ports, 1 Parallel Port 
4 External VCA 

k k h g  station. external Battery , charger. car adapter 
6.36 Ibs (2.9w with battery 
11.l'x8.58'x2.00'(color) 
(282 x 1 1 8 x 5 I mm) 
I 1.1' x 8.58' x 1.77' (mono) 
(282 x 282 x 4Smm) 

aoo x 600 (256 coros) 

40 Watts Power Supply 

NiCad / NlMH 
2 3 houri 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

ENVIRONMENTAL RANCE 
OPERAflNG 

Voltage: 1 1 S 23OVac . Frequency: SO - 6OHr 

Temp: SO' 10 95' F I1 0. to 35' c1 

- NON-OPERATINC 

Shock: 5C 
Mbration: I .oC peak 3-200 Hr 
Temp: *4* to 140. f (-20. to 60'9 
Shock: 60C 
Mbratlon: I S C  peak, J-200 Hz 

The Austin 486 notebook Is 
architecturally the most advanced on 
the market. Designed to fully utilize the 
entire family of powerful lntei 486 
processors,&stjds notebooks pack all 
the speed'and power of the best 
desktop workstation into a compact, 
light welght case. A unique 32.W local 
bus video, with a windows accelerator, 
creates the best notebook graphics 
performance avail ble. Technoi&kally 
advanced, high-performance, glass 
media, hard drives, In sizesyp to 
340M8,  set the industry standard for 
storage, The color models feature an 
active-matrix display providing crisp, 
clear color while running a CRT and the 
LCD simultaneously for impresslve 
portable presentations. The large ' 

16mm trackball, located front and 
center, affords optimal comfort and 
control. Two PCMCIA slots support two 
type I1 devices or one type 111 device .at 
any given t h e .  This 6.38 Ibs. 
powerhouse gets you up and running 
while you are up and running, 

B 

Br,Ck 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800=752-1577 

CANADA: 1-800-338-1 56s INTERNATIONAL S 12-339-3500 * FAX: 5 12-454-1 357 
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. Clear your desk 
i 

Let's make a deal. 

A- 

- . 1 
Aca t i  we rare? -ace tobr :rean nacntne w I zr dou -at (cur :w 

;us mu and marc? ?e features you want ana onone in ywr oroer See nsce 'or 
'bud-yourawn' :e!aiis 

E 

Here's what you get 
with an Austin Notebook! 

Lightningfast v i h - k v r  mesenrations 
;CY? T :re x%e*  3i our 32-bn !ocai-ous vice0 
x;C'e'd:or 'him ! SIB ViOeo Mi Ana mtn 

Your chace of dispiafihoose a too-or-yre 
re  Acwe Mauix aisoiav IIY +& m011 demana,na 

1: cr iooiitationr Get cost-eri#aup color wrth a 
. h-:kan amav Or ODI !or raw-sham remution 

w~ :lrr dforoaoie ioPocnrMne oisolay 

Peak performance-hstm Notebooks run on 
[riels ~ ~ H ~ ~ ( P O I J Y  4.36 orocesyy You can c n m  

.*e .ew 01 wvormar,ce a ~ a  r~eed vou want-*ron 
SX :o 3x2 ara 'mm 25 :o 66 MHz Even at too soeeas 

2-r r teyarw cooling M i e m  t e e o ~  iempratures maer 
cmroi  

Call Direct 1-800-246-7031 
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TrxkcthU 

PaaA 

VO rwa 

Inteqrai 16mm. 
frawmtn 
moumcd 

M o m  la) 

11.1' 18.58. I 2.0' 

63 lb. 
VLandCSA 
ApprovcO KC 
a s s 8  
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PROESIONAL PORTABLE S-VHS 
RECORDER 

BR=S405U 
A separate portable professional 
S-VHS recorder ideal ?or use 
itq :h any existirig stand-alone 
camsra. 



22/03/1594 ii:54 %STEi?N VIDEO SYSTEilS i 508 663 3769 P.02 

ON'T MEED A CAM ORBER, WHY U 
JVC's €?R-S405U Portable. S- VHS Recorder Is 
Designed Exclusively For Use In Separate 
Systctn C:onliqcir,7 tions 
No1 everybody who iiccds i i  portable rccordui, 
needs a camcorder. If you prefer a separate system - whether it's for long-duration on-location 
shooting or It's because your assignment requires 
you to mount the camera on a dolly and the 
recorder on a cart - then why compromise with a 
recorder that's not really designed to do the job? 
For maxmum s fkrcnc y and professional rcsrifts, 
you need a portable recorder designed speciically 
for separate use. YOU need JVC's 8R-S405U 
Portable S- VHS Recorder. Free from rhe kind of 
design characteristics that can make a 
dual-purpose (dockablelportable) recorder less 
than ideal for use as a separate system, the 
BR-S405U leafures optimally posrtlbned conrrols, 
easy connection to any existing camera, plus a 
handy mode lock function and ah audio preset 
switch to ensure worry-iree operation in any 
sir ua lion. 
SO when you r?ccd Sf$JNaie SySfCfl i  porrahdily, 
don 't compromise. Choose the recorder I hat':; 
designed to do the job. The €?R-S405U. Wilh r i s  
superlor S- VHS picture qualify and Hi-Fi VHS 
siereo sound, full r a n p  (31 prulessiorial feaiurcs. 
and separate system flexmrty, it ' l l  make it easy for 
you to get the job done right. 

HIGH-QUAUTY PICTURES 

Built-In chroma nolse reduction 
To further rrnprove picture quality, 
an advancea ALU (Aulomatc 
Level Up] recording circuit IS 
"sed to improve !he cnroma 
rlqnal-ro-l:oise ratio. This 

s~qnal ievel and color burst in 
recording. fnen reduces Ine 
signal to its orrgmal level in 
playback. thus maintaining itit? 
tjriyirial cnroma level while 
reaucing chroma noise. 
Separate YIC Input and output 

I 11 ~Iiisliraicd S ~ S ~ C W  IoCrcdsc'b 

:: '1 
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R EUA BIUN 
Mode lock functlon 
When you want !o preveri acciaenfal or deltl~erate mishaiia!,nq 
si tne recoraer s confrois simply set this switch to ON aftcr 
sening all necessary cordrols You I1 be aole lo concerilrak 0'1 
camera ooerations wilnout worrying aboul rnlshaos Especiady 
Convenient in siluallons where you can't keep a close eye on ihe 
'ecorder of nave (0 leave 11 unanended in a crowded area. 

ZOOOH hour meter 
To facilitate scheaullng of mainlertaiice, u rneicr IS pr(n'ic1c:cI 
rJilich shows operating rime up to 2000 hours. 
Comprehensive warning system 
i o  ensure trouble-free operation ana minimize downlime, 
LED indicarors warn 01 problems sucn as sefvo lock tailure. 
depleted battery. condensalion, and aulomaric shut-off due lo 
vaifunctioning tape transport. An auaible warning is 
simulianeousy OUiOU~ lrom the earph.Qn_c;ack. . __ 
AV output termlnalr 
In addition lo YIC 358 oulpul, the BR-SAOfiU is equippecl wilh 
composire vtdeo end &pin AV ourpurs. Independent I J R  audio 
output tefmrnals are a&o provided. 
High=speed shuttle search 
For more search flexibiiy in rhe fh?M or in the studio. ShUnie 
search at 7 Ines  normal speed ir ei?her direction is possible. 
Large backlll audio level meters 
For easy m0n:toring of audio ievels even in darK or dimly4 
condiLons. two !arge mcklit VU meters are prOvidCa. 

, 
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Technical Spedfbtions 

I 

Technical Specifications 

Mec han i cal 
i 

Power 

I-- -- I 

Video Edcoder Board 
Rosofutition t-) \ F Y  I 704 x 480 30 Hz msc 

' .. 1 I 

i 

I 
' Bit stream protocol 

Video Input Board 
Video input KfSC (RS 170) 

Woo input level 1 V p p f 1 V  

Input irnpedence 7 5 0  

Input return loss 130dB 

Input connector type BNC 



Technical Speciflcaions 

MPEG Audio Encoder Board , 



Technical Spedflcatlom 

i 
Serial Data - StatudControi link ' Baud rate 

Data bits 8 

Stop bits 1 

Duplex HalfDuplex 

bvels/protocef Rs-ax 

< 
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Scient if ic 
Atlanta 

Network Systems Group Application Note 
Ma pS t a r r M  Automatic 

Vehicle Location Software 
Sciet I rifi:c -.-I tlcirrra * s .t1dpStuTW 
,-frrrot?i~rtic I 'ehicie Locatiori 
f,-l\'L.) SOfhtUl . ; l '  package 
poi.idc.s rlte dispatcher inTeF- 
face forj7et.t coniniuriications 
atid nackitig. L?iili:ing the 
~ loba l  sarellite sJsrem, 
ltimar-sat, ~7 corisortiiun of 
65 coirtitt.ies, ,MapStarM is 
mntwcred M.itli Scietitific- 
,Waiira's .VariStarTM or 
Tt.ri-aStarThf pi-odircrs to 
yl-oiide real or- riear real rime 
m*o-M*ay comnirinicarioris 
bentseen the dispatch office 
and nrobile vehicles anpJier-e 
in the weoi-Id. 

INMARSAT 
System Provider 

I 

! 

Scientific 

I 

I 

~ 

Scientific-Atlanta's TerraStaP -C/MariStaP -C Terminal is one example of an 
lnrnarsat Earth Station that can be used to communicate with the mobile 
vehicle/vessel using MapStaP . 

Features 
MapSfar" has a number of flexible features including: 

VehicleNessel Tracking for Entire Fleet 

Cartographic Flexibility 

Variable Communications Interface 

Two-way Communications 

Stand-alone Configuration 
Front-end Communications for Midrange and Mainframe 

Compatibility with TerraStar-Hubrw Network Router 

Description 
; Mapstar" is a graphic display, communications, and database management 

system for vehicle tracking applications. Users will be able to track vehicles, 
send and receive messages, establish data communications, and obtain vehicle 
status reports. 

Vehicle locations are displayed on maps, which may be customized to the user's 
specific requirements, providing an rnterface for the user to the map display and 
two-way communications. Using Mapstar", the dispatcher can monitor in real 
time the location, speed and ETA for all vehicles in the fleet, and send and 
receive messages. 

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. 
Fax - 404-903-5346 



Mapstar'" Automatic Vehicle Location Software 

Fuil Features of MapStariu 
Ve h icle/Vessel Tracking 

Receives position data and plots vehicle's 
exact location on map or chart 
Position options available: 
- Latest position 
- Last known/communicated position 
- 1 to 24 hour period 
- Archive Files 

- GPS LaL'Long, course & velocity 
- Time and date sent 
- Time and date received 
- Sensor status reports 
- Forms filing 
- Fuel management data 
- Trip record data 

Supports the following services: 

Cartographic Flexibility 
Display of numerous vector based maps 
Zoom up to 7X for detaii 
Allow any digital or hard copy map to be 
used as background map 
Maps are in multiple overlays 
User editable overlay 
Receives electronic file update 

Variable Cdmmunica tions Interface 
Basic map engine receives packets from many 
types of communications networks 

Sfand Alone Configuration 
The program is complete within itself and optimized to 
run in a stand-alone configuration 

Front-End Communications Processor 
for Midrange and Mainframe 
For those applications where the newly received 
message and position information is useful in another 
computer which is running an operations package. The 
program is designed to prepare the data for transfer to 
these other systems and to serve as a front-end 
communications processor for them. This can be 
accomplished in a direct connection to the other 
computer or via a network 

Back-End Cartographic Terminal 
for Midrange and Mainframe 
For those applications where the new dynamic data is 
received by the operations package in an existing 
computer, the program can very niceiy 'receive the 
position information from the computer and display the 
positions on the electronic maps. This prevents the 
need for putting cartography on the host computer. 

Low cost 
Perhaps the most cost-effective soiution to vehicle 
tracking in the world. Plus built-in two-way communi- 
cations and many other extras. 

Two- Way Communications 
No additional programs are neces- 
sary to exchange messages with 
mobiles through the network 

9 All handshake and protocol 
conversion is automated 
Operates in batch or real time 

Map is Human Interface 
to Communications 

Communications are originated by 
pointing at vehicle or selecting 
vehicle from list 

9 Exact destination transmitter ID is 
always input when vehicle is 
selected 
All log keeping is automated 

* 



MatStarTLi Automatic Vehicle Location Software 

Friendly Operation 
GUI-Geographical User Interface: 
the startlingly easy way to operate 
a complex and powerful computer. 
The ease of use and training 
saves even millions of dollars over 
time depending upon number of 
workstations and use. 

Network Management 
The optional TerraStar-HubTM routing, 
store-and-forward switch gives carriers 
full network parameters and flexibility 
without compromising performance or 
cost effectiveness. 

Benefits of MapStaP 
The financial benefits of equipping 
a fleet with a Scientific-Atlanta 
Maristarn or Terrastarm terminal 
are varied depending upon the 
application. In a typical trucking 
application, benefits accrue to 
all interested parties. 

Ciirrent 
Wail 

S u w n  Software 

F 

, Database Application 
or Mainframe 

The Trucking Company/Operafor 
Cost savings lead to a payback of less than one 
year 
- More revenue mile per truck 
- Decreased and predictable telecommuni- 

cations cost 
- Decreased out of route and deadhead miles 

MapStarTM is a marketing tool 
- Offers a competitive edge 
- A proactive rather than reactive customer 

service plan 

Improves management reporting capabilities 

Reduces accidents and lowers fuei consumption 

Reduces insurance premiums by 7-1 5% 

The Driver 
Near real-time communication between the driver 
and the dispatcher is accomplished easily from any 
location 

Quicker transit times 

With the optional Mobile Mapstarm interface the 
driver can see his location at all times. The soft- 
ware gives a numeric IatitudeAongitude indication of 
current position. Vectorized maps are also available 
for the vehicle with a suitable display device 

Increases number of loads and revenue miles 

Emergency assistance is always available 

Eliminates filling out complex driver logs 

.\lmnStu m d  Terrastar are r e p t e r e d  trademarks or Scientific-Atlanta. 
\lapstar is a r e p r e r e d  trademark of ComGraphix. [ncorporated. 



MaoStari" Automatic Vehicle Location Software 

The Shipper 
Greater degree of Quality Control 

Increases control of high-value consicyrnenrs 

Precise status and shipment information 

Accurate delivery time with position reporting. 
Tighter ETAS can result in Just-In-Time service to 
customers 

Rapid response to customer request and/or order. 
In-transit redirects and expedited deliveries are 
easy to effect 

Coordinate operations with shipping personnel to 
maximize efficiencies and productivity 

Throughout the world, shippers 
can rely on Scientific-Atlanta's 
AVL and lnmarsat 
systems expertise. After 
providing the first lnmarsat 
coastal earth $tations, and 
more than 3,000 tmarsat 
terminals, the transport industry 
has come to rely on Scientific- 
Atlanta since 1976 to provide 
mobile communications solutions 
worldwide. 

System Hardware Require rn e n ts 
Mapstar'" is designed to operate with the following 
system hardware: 

Scientific-Atlanta MariStariU or TerraStarrM 
lnmarsat Standard-C andior -M Terminals 

Apple Computer, Inc. MacintoshTw systems, 
including Macintosh II, Ilx, Ilcx, lici, Ilfx. and 
Quadra 700 and 950 computers, using 
System 6.0.5 or greater 

Any telecommunications network equipment 
that is able to connect to the specified Inmarsat 
Land or Coastal Earth Station 

Optional TerraStar-Hubn for use in multiple 
dispatcher networks. 

Macintosh is a tradmark licensed 10 Apple Computer. Inc. 

//lustration showing typical transportation application 
using MapSfaP 

/ 
/ 
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Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. 
Our customers are the winners. 

United States: 4291 Communications Drive. Norcross. GA 30093: Telephone: (404) 903-6001 : Telex 461 1804 
Canada: 120 Middlefield Road. Scarborougn. Ontario M1 S 4M6. Canada: Telephone: (416) 209-6888: Telex 06525344 

United Kingdom: Home Park Estate. Kings LanGrey. Hens. W04 8 U .  England: Telephone: Kings Langrey 44-923-266133; Telex 91 2044 
Australia: Unit 2. 2 Aquatic Drive. Frenchs Forest. N.S.W. 2086. Australia: Telephone: (612) 452-3388: Fax: (612) 451-4432: Telex 790 177418 

France: 4 Avenue Gabriel Peri. 78360 Montessori France: Telephone: 33-13-976-91 91 : Telex 696385 
Italy: Vla Benedetto Croce. 19. 001 42. Rome. Italv: Telephone: 39-6-5409994: Telex 621441 

Germany: Albert-Schweitzer-Strasse 66. 8000 Muencnen 83, Postfacn 830935 Germany; Telephone: 19-89-678001 0: Telex 521 2264 

42A144Z : Copyright 1902 Sc!entific-A!lanta. Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. 0892M 0252 


